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Chapter 1 : Blackstrap Molasses Natural Cures
"I, Tonya" is not really dark comedy. "I, Tonya" is just dark with laughs in its irony and the stupidity of those closest to
Tonya. The movie is the dichotomy that defines the tragedy of domestic violence and abuse.

The story is not to be reprinted or reproduced without permission of the author or published for profit. There
were too many details to keep straight as First Officer. He was constantly checking on the each of the bridge
station officers and there were always the shift schedules to keep straight, reviews to be completed, staff
meetings to attend to, daily activity rosters to check and a myriad other details that fell to the First Officer of a
major star ship. Today was not usual though. It actually had started during the second watch on the previous
day. Stray, random thoughts would intrude in the middle of his routine. At first the distraction was a rather
pleasant, if an ill-timed intrusion. At 52 it had been several years since he had been forced to concentrate on
his duties during a watch, actively resisting a stray fantasy or two. There he was again. He glanced at
Councilor Troi as discretely as possible to judge what her reaction to his latest lapse would be. To his surprise,
Deanna was starring off into nowhere in particular herself. Very good at picking up on them. Usually she
delighted in letting him know just how much she disapproved of such thoughts too. He tried to remember the
last time he waited for his shift to end. Yesterday he started stealing glances at the computer chronometer 1
standard hour before his shift was over. An hour later Riker was still checking his chronometer. Time was
dragging on and he was finding it harder and harder to concentrate. The thing that bothered him most though
was that these fantasies were not his usual fare. Instead they seemed to begin with a romantic walk, or a soft
kiss. Riker forced himself to return to writing the final edits of the phase inducer emergency power down drill
scheduled in two days. Glancing up, he checked the time. With relief he realized the shift was over. Riker
passed the watch and gratefully entered the turbolift. The constant distractions could be a sign. Maybe his
subconscious was telling him that he had put his personal life on hold for far too long. As if in response to his
thoughts, his communicator sounded. I was wondering if you would care to join me for dinner this evening?
Judy Celeste was a civilian scientist that had started a six month project on board the Enterprise just a few
weeks ago. She was an avid mountain climber and did seem to have a good deal in common with him. Almost
to his surprise, Riker found himself replying, "Thank you for the invitation, but I have other plans tonight.
Riker wondered who he was kidding. Then he remembered his fantasy. Why the hell not, he wondered? With
that he headed back to his quarters. Finally he decided to try just one last time. He was about to request Dr. He
was in no mood to deal with Judy Celeste. Celeste was not present. Instead, Deanna stood in his doorway. She
ran her hand through her disheveled hair and impatiently asked, "Well, are you going to ask me in or do you
want me to leave? Deanna, are you okay? Not the soft, gentle brush she upon occasion had used with him, but
an insistent probe that demanded entry into his thoughts. Then abruptly she pulled away despite the fact that
he opened his mind to her. He tried to understand, but he had no idea what she was referring to. Then
dissolving into tears, Deanna tried to break loose from his embrace and escape back to her room. He held her
too tightly though. He was not sure, but he had an idea he knew what was troubling the counselor. On the off
chance that he was correct, he gave the traditional promise in the old Betazoid dialect, whispered softly in her
ear. Her tears fell quietly as she answered in the traditional response, confirming his suspicions. It was a rather
romantic way to get engaged, he decided, but as Deanna drew him close and began to kiss him, Riker realized
the celebration was going to be even more romantic. He lay next to her watching her sleep peacefully,
exhausted after their non-stop love-making that had made up a little for the thirty some years since the last
time they had spent the night together. Will wondered what would happen now that Deanna had indeed
entered the first stages of the phase. His promise issued the previous evening was an indication of his
acceptance of her desire to have him for her mate. He kissed her on the mouth and watched her wake up. How
dare you take advantage of me like this! He could feel her desire increasing again as she stared at his nude
body. Gently he pulled her towards him. Tell me, have you no memory of last night? I am drawn to you as a
moth to the flame at this time. He gently placed his hand under her chin and pulled her face up forcing her to
look at him. I should never have put you in this position. An hour later, Riker hit his com badge. Data I am
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going to need to report an hour later than normal. I will be with Dr. Crusher if you need me. Laughing Riker
took her hand. Outside the office Riker sat waiting, wondering what people would think when they learned
what was happening to Deanna and what had happened between the two of them. Crusher watched the two of
them for a moment. Maybe if you sedate me. A humanoid could survive but only for a limited time without
protection. Data turned to face the Commander. Normally he would have picked Deanna Troi, but today that
was out of the question. Doctor Crusher glanced quickly over at Troi as she fell asleep on the bio bed. Turning
to the nurse, Crusher warned, "I hate sedating her. It is not a solution, but unavoidable for the moment. On the
transporter pad, Beverly eyed Riker who was waiting for her. Everyone gagged at the first inhale of the
strange atmosphere. Nearby was the transport shuttle, broken into three pieces scattered over the ground.
Strange clouds of fog were scattered around the barren landscape which was punctuated by bubbling mud
holes, small geysers and open beds of lava which periodically spit out molten rock in tiny fireworks. Everyone
heard a moan and Smith, one of the security men, ran toward a body that was stirring. As the fog enveloped
Smith he cried out in agony and fell to the ground, writhing in pain. Bending down he started to examine the
dead transport shuttle pilot when he noticed some strange looking powder on the ground. Reaching over he
touched the powder. One of the largest fog patches moved directly to Riker and covered him, leaving him
screaming in convulsions. Overhead, Deanna Troi woke up from her sedated sleep. Dutifully a nurse ran to her
with the injection. Doctor Crusher gave me strict orders. On the surface Crusher started to go to the aid of
Commander Riker when a patch of fog blocked her path. Fearful of the strange smoke, Crusher tried to go
around it, but was blocked again. Go ahead and release her. It appears we may be dealing with an intelligent
life form. Troi may be the only one capable of confirming that. Immediately she sensed his pain as every nerve
seemed to be raw. It was a howl like the wind, but the words it formed made the hair on the back of her neck
stand up. Leaning forward intently he quizzed, "And the Counselor? We have uploaded the transports logs and
it appears they experienced a power failure in their essential maneuvering array. We suspect they were forced
to crash land on the surface. Do you see anything that would confirm this theory? Debris is scattered all over
the surface here.
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Chapter 2 : Croatian mariners in the
Tonya Harding's triple axel was as big of a deal as in the I, Tonya movie. Her successful execution of a triple axel on
February 16, at the United States National Figure Skating Championships in Minneapolis, Minnesota made her the first
American female figure skater to pull it off in a competition (watch the Tonya Harding triple axel video).

Getaway driver for Shane Stant Questioning the Story: In general, how accurate is I, Tonya? This is what
makes pinpointing the definitive version of the truth difficult, but in the questions that follow we were able to
separate fact from fiction at a number of different points in the movie, while the reality of other scenes may
never be known. The tabloids had their versions of the truth and the people involved had their own accounts.
Their contrasting stories led the filmmakers to open I, Tonya with a title card that states, "Based on irony free,
wildly contradictory, totally true interviews with Tonya Harding and Jeff Gillooly. Margot Robbie as Harding
in the movie. I, Claudius is a historical novel by Robert Graves, written as if it were an autobiography by the
Roman Emperor Claudius. ESPN Films 30 for Had Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan been rivals before the
attack? The I, Tonya true story confirms that they both were competing for the top spot among U. Figure
Skating Championships helped her to win first place, while Kerrigan received bronze. They went up against
each other again at the Olympics in Albertville, France, with Tonya landing in fourth and Kerrigan edging her
out to win bronze. Their rivalry went beyond healthy competition. Was Tonya Harding abused as a child?
According to Harding, she was both mentally and physically abused by her mother, LaVona Golden,
beginning at age 6 or 7. I could never do anything right for her, nothing. A young Tonya Harding left with a
figure skating trophy and actress Mckenna Grace right looking not so happy in the I, Tonya movie. I wish I
had actually said that. Championships, you will never do another one. Her successful execution of a triple axel
on February 16, at the United States National Figure Skating Championships in Minneapolis, Minnesota made
her the first American female figure skater to pull it off in a competition watch the Tonya Harding triple axel
video. The next month at the World Figure Skating Championships in Munich, she became the first American
woman to complete a triple axel at an international event. That same year at the Fall Skate America she had
three more triple axel firsts, becoming the first woman to complete one in the short program, the first to
execute two in a single competition, and the first ever to execute a triple axel combined with a double toe loop.
Tonya Harding left just after becoming the first American woman to land a triple axel in competition. Margot
Robbie right recreates the moment in the I, Tonya movie. The I, Tonya true story reveals that, surprisingly,
this actually happened. Allison Janney right recreates the moment for the movie. Did Tonya Harding really get
lower scores than she deserved because of her tough image? Like in the movie, judges at times gave her lower
scores because her gruff personality contradicted the conventional "presentation" they were looking for. Her
skating was powerful and athletic instead of graceful and balletic. The unfair treatment by the judges made
Tonya an even more rebellious skater. The Price of Gold documentary, "and she did not fit the image at all,
not even close. When and where did the attack on Nancy Kerrigan take place? The attack happened on January
6, at Cobo Arena in Detroit Michigan, where Kerrigan had just finished a practice session for the U. Stant first
planned to attack Nancy Kerrigan at her training rink in Massachusetts but was unable to find Kerrigan. So he
followed her to Detroit and attacked her shortly after she stepped off the ice after practicing at Cobo Arena for
the national championships. The moments before and after the attack were caught on tape and can be seen in
this Nancy Kerrigan attack video. Like in the I, Tonya movie, she is on the ground crying out, "Why?! He
struck Kerrigan on her right leg very close to the top outer side of her knee. Fortunately for Kerrigan, her leg
was not broken but she did suffer a bone bruise. The injury kept her from competing in the national
championships the next day, which Tonya Harding won, guaranteeing her a spot on the Olympic team Sports
Illustrated. Rival Nancy Kerrigan took home the silver medal. Margot Robbie right as Harding in the I, Tonya
movie. On his way out, he encountered a locked glass door that he shattered in order to escape the building.
The Price of Gold What was the punishment for the individuals involved in the attack? Did Tonya Harding
know that the attack on Nancy Kerrigan was going to happen? In , the United States Figure Skating
Association USFSA concluded that Harding knew that the attack on Kerrigan was going to happen, stating
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that Harding exhibited "a clear disregard for fairness, good sportsmanship and ethical behavior. She claims
that her ex-husband confessed privately to her after the attack. There are cool misfits, and then there is Tonya.
And I love that" W Magazine. No, but it did help Tonya to win nationals and guarantee herself a spot on the
Olympic team. Harding at one point had to stop midway into her routine to plead with the judges to allow her
to fix her skate lace. After experiencing lace issues, an emotional Tonya Harding top stops shortly into her
routine at the Winter Olympics in Lillehamer, Norway and explains her issue to the judges. Margot Robbie
bottom recreates the moment in the I, Tonya movie. Was Tonya Harding really banned from U. In her
autobiography, The Tonya Tapes , she claimed that she wanted to tell the FBI what she knew but her
ex-husband, Jeff Gillooly, threatened to kill her following a gunpoint gang rape with two other men, an
assertion Gillooly calls "utterly ridiculous. While investigating the true story, we discovered that Margot
Robbie did portions of her own skating, but the more complicated parts were done by experts. Instead, the
filmmakers used computer generation to pull off or not pull off the triple axel. I did probably four months of
training, five days a week, a couple hours a day. It was at times kind of difficult. However, Robbie says that
she never wanted the character to be a carbon copy of Tonya. Margot Robbie met up with Tonya again when
they showed her the movie right before it premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival. Tonya also
attended the world premiere. Does Nancy Kerrigan plan to see the I, Tonya movie? During an Access
Hollywood interview for her appearance on Dancing with the Stars, Nancy Kerrigan was asked if she plans to
see the I, Tonya movie.
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Chapter 3 : I, Tonya () - Rotten Tomatoes
Posted on April 08, by Tonya Mahler Baselworld Introducing the New TUDOR HeritageBlack Bay Dark A new addition to
the Heritage Black Bay family, this diver's watch in matte black steel draws its characteristic elements from TUDOR's
history.

It possesses valuable paintings of V. The Guild is active even today. Many Croats from Boka Kotorska
annexed to Montenegro in were also its members. In the church of S. Pietro di Castello on the islet Olivolo in
Venice, there are interesting traces of close ties with Croats: Pietro di Castello, on the left of the main alter,
there are two epitaphs mentioning the name of Nikola Ivanusic, Split captain and shipbuilder, who had his
home in Venice Corte Schiavona , member of the Croatian brotherhood of St. Juraj and Tripun in the
Serenissima. The Guild of St. Jerome in Udine was founded in Very important Croatian Congregation of St.
Jerome in Rome was founded in the beginning of the 15th century, and already in had its church in Rome,
with the associated hospital and guest-house for pilgrims, refugees and exiles from the Croatian ethnic areas
occupied by the Turks. It is interesting that besides the Latin Mass also Glagolitic Liturgy had been served
regularly in the Church of St Jerome, with the use of Glagolitic missals and breviaries. The congregation
exists even today, under the name of Croatian Papal Collegium of St. The name was given by a rescript of
Pope Paul VI in Also very important in educating our students was a Croatian Collegium in Bologna ,
founded first as Collegium Hungarica - Illyricum, then soon Croatized, as Hungarians had their own
Collegium Hungaricum in Rome since Collegium Illyricum in Loreto was founded in , intended to educate
Croatian youth, with students. It was acting with interruptions until During three centuries about 1, Croatian
students were educated there. The most outstanding of them was Bartol Kasic , author of the first Croatian
grammar Rome, The earliest known description of a sporting event in Croatia is from the 16th century. It
reffered to the regatta of seventy four yes, 74 wooden fishing boats called falkusa , from the harbour of the
town of Komiza on the island of Vis to the islet of Palagruza. It was the oldest known boat race in Europe.
Falkusa is autochthonous Croatian boat of 9m of length, with the mast of equal size, in use from 11th or 12th
century until the middle of the 20th century. A crew was composed of five rowers, and the marathon covered
42 miles, for which about five to fifteen hours of continuous and exhausting rowing was necessary, depending
on weather conditions. Falkusa, autochthonous Croatian boat from the town of Komiza, island of Vis The very
start of the marathon of the armada was announced by a cannon from the Renaissance tower in the Komiza
harbour early in the morning of 20th May. One can imagine the foam raised by 74 boats and rows in the
harbour! The description of this interesting event is kept in the Liber Comissiae in the parish of the town of
Vis on the island of Vis. Postage stamp designed by Danijel Popovic, Zagreb. The next earliest known
description of a sporting event in Croatia is from the 18th century It referred to the regatta of two fishing
boats representing the cities of Split and Makarska, from an islet near Milna on the island of Brac to the Split
harbour. It was the Makaran boat that triumphed! The Croats at that time had the status of Kingdom within the
Empire. According to Adam S. Eterovich about 20 percent of S. The name of Ragusa has many variations:
Also the name of St Vlaho, patron of Ragusa Dubrovnik: An important discovery of Adam S. Eterovich
regarding the Croats in the New World covers several obviously Ragusan names of mariners in the famous
Columbus crew in Martin de Araguis, Pedro de Arague. For more details see [ Eterovic ], p. According to
Adam Eterovich, the fact that Verrazano has no geneaology in Italy or France seems to suggest to seek his
roots in Dalmatia, not in Italy: The nobility of Europe always maintained very detailed and accurate
geneaologies for rights of title, succession and property. Tudor in his Tudor Geography , London states: This
was noted by the French Ambassador Marillac in As for the Dalmatia of the New World, it is possible that
even the name of the Potomac river in Washington is of the Croatian origin: There are very strong and
convincing indications that even Marco Polo was a descendant of the Croats Marko Pilich. Many of the early
European expeditions to the western shore of the Atlantic finished with shipwrecks. So was the case with
some ships from Dubrovnik in the 16th century. It is interesting to mention that the Croatan Indians in the
USA could possibly be the descendants of the saved Croatian crew, as authenticated by their name, brown
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hair, blue eyes and some of the words in their language. An American writer John Lawson in his chronicle
wrote that among Croatan Indians of that time there was a legend of a 16th century shipwreck with mariners
who saved themselves and stayed with Indians. It is indicative that a French? Jal included in his Glossair
nautique about original Croatian maritime terms. Steamship Hrvatska Croatia , from R. Onput, kad smo partili,
MH Rijeka, , with permission of Mr. Captain Mate Dulcic Hraste-Pucetov from the island of Hvar obtained a
silver jug from the British Governement as a recognition for saving the boat "St. Presented by the British
Government to captain Matteo Dulcich Hraste of the "Giovanni D" of Jelsa in acknowledgement of his
humanity and kindness to the shipwrecked crew of the "St. Croix" of Jersey, 27 September , abandoned at sea.
Captain Marko Vekarich, Master of the Austro-Hungarian Barque "Isaac", received the following letter from
the Government of Canada for saving the shipwrecked crew of Canadian ship "Angle" in the Atlantic the letter
is kept in the town of Orebic, Peljesac peninsula near Dubrovnik:
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Figure Skating Association, voted to strip Harding of her title. However, the competition results were not
changed and the title was left vacant rather than moving all the other competitors up one position. The
assailant was Shane Stant, contracted to break her right leg. Using both hands, he then swung a inch ASP
telescopic baton at her right leg, striking her above the knee. The intent was preventing her competing in both
the National Championships Kerrigan was the defending U. He was sentenced in July after publicly
apologizing to Kerrigan â€” even though, he said, "any apology coming from me rings hollow. Eckardt was
released from prison in September and changed his name to Brian Sean Griffith; he died at age 40 on
December 12, Schatz asked if she had considered whether someone she knew had planned to attack Nancy.
Harding answered "I have definitely thought about it. No one controls my life but me I wish him nothing but
the best. The Seattle Times reported the transcript stating that Harding had "changed her story well into a long
interview I know now [Jeff] is involved. Harding said she had done nothing wrong. She said she was sorry
Nancy Kerrigan was attacked, that she respected Nancy, and claimed not to know in advance of the plot to
disable her. Harding then publicly took responsibility "for failing to report things [about the planned assault]
when I returned home from Nationals [on January 10] When asked about Gillooly, Harding said "I never did
anything to hurt [Jeff]. If I ever did anything, it was to stick up for him and protect him. Chung admitted she
would not have travelled to Norway were it not for the scandal. Approximately members of the press were
there to document this practice. On February 5, , the disciplinary panel of the U. She and her lawyer, Robert
Weaver, negotiated a plea bargain ensuring no further prosecution. Her plea admissions were knowing of the
assault plot after the fact, settling on a cover story with Gillooly and Eckardt on January 10, witnessing
payphone calls to Smith affirming the story on January 10 and 11, and lying to FBI with the story on January
Figure Skating Assn resignation, necessitating her withdrawal from the World Championships for which she
was scheduled to leave tomorrow. Regarding trial concerns, he stated "we would have prevailed at trial.
Neither issue was decided at that time. It also read that Harding, Gillooly, Eckardt, Smith, and Stant agreed to
"knowingly cause physical injury This is based on civil standards , not criminal standards Robert Weaver said
the decision disappointed her but was not a surprise, and that she had not decided on an appeal. The USFSA
has no dominion over professional skating events, yet Harding was also persona non grata on the pro circuit,
few skaters and promoters would work with her. She did not benefit from the ensuing boom in professional
skating after the scandal. He reported that Harding still held to her statement from her press-conference given
on January 27, After reading through the interrogation of that day, she concluded that "[Tonya] knew more
than she admits. Brown then mediated a joint interview with both Kerrigan and Harding present. The two
former competitors shared sincere desires for happy families and general well-wishes toward one other. Nancy
Kerrigan said she hoped Harding could learn from past mistakes and "find happiness. Prouse from recorded
interviews , she stated that she wanted to call the FBI in to reveal what she knew, but decided not to when
Gillooly allegedly threatened her with death following a gunpoint gang rape by him and two other men she did
not know. Jeff Gillooly Stone responded with surprise that groundless claims against him could be published
and specifically contended her gang rape accusation to be "utterly ridiculous. Yet he expressed regret that
Harding is often "remembered for what I talked her into doing," meaning allegedly plotting to injure Nancy
Kerrigan. The film was released in
Chapter 5 : Tonya Harding - Wikipedia
Based on the unbelievable, but true events, I, TONYA is a darkly comedic tale of American figure skater, Tonya Harding,
and one of the most sensational scandals in sports history.
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Chapter 6 : Imzadi Stories by Zlanna
It was the anguished cry heard around the world as Nancy Kerrigan screamed after getting clubbed in the leg. Now, 24
years later, there is much more to the infamous video that has never been seen.

Chapter 7 : What Nancy Kerrigan thinks of 'I, Tonya' - CNN
There's been plenty of buzz about the film "I, Tonya" but the woman at the center of the controversy that brought down
skater Tonya Harding isn't contributing to it.

Chapter 8 : Tonya - Name Meaning, What does Tonya mean?
Tonya is a very popular first name for women (# out of , Top 5%) but a rare last name for all people. ( U.S. CENSUS)
Tonya entered the list in and reached its peak rank of #49 in the U.S. in the s, but is not listed at the moment.

Chapter 9 : Hands-On: The Ulysse Nardin Diver Chronometer - HODINKEE
I, Tonya is a American biographical film with elements of black comedy and crime blog.quintoapp.comed by Craig
Gillespie and written by Steven Rogers, it follows the life of figure skater Tonya Harding and her connection to the attack
on her rival Nancy Kerrigan.
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